Reducing lameness in dairy herds--overcoming some barriers.
Incomplete detection, high tolerance of lameness, and shortage of time and labour have been identified as barriers to reducing lameness in dairy herds. The effects of farmer participation in a project aimed at reducing lameness in dairy cattle on these factors were investigated. Over the course of the project farmers' detection of lameness improved and tolerance decreased. On farms entering the study with lameness prevalence below the median of 35%, improved detection was correlated with a reduction in lameness prevalence, but this was not the case for farms entering above the median prevalence. Lowered tolerance of lameness was correlated with reduced lameness regardless of initial prevalence. A greater importance given to lack of time as an initial barrier to progress was correlated with a greater reduction in lameness over the course of the project, suggesting that farmers who recognised limited time as a barrier were able to overcome this to some extent.